
"I campaigned in the past against the EU alongside
Labour movement giants like Tony Benn and Bob
Crow, and I'm proud that the TUSC is carrying on
that struggle today, while faint hearts fall by the
wayside"
-Dave Nelliet. National Chair, Trade Unionist and
Socialist Coalition.

"The left wing case for Brexit is strategic and clear. The EU is
not - and cannot become a democracy. Instead it provides the
most hospitable ecosystem in the developed world for renter
monopoly cooperations, tax-dodging elites and organized crime.
It has an executive so powerful it could crush the left wing
government of Greece; a legislature so weak that it cannot
effectively determine laws or control its own civil service. A
judiciary that...subordinated workers' right to strike to an
employers right to do business freely." -Paul Mason.

“I've never given up the fight against the
Capitalist club - I've voted against all the major
pieces of European legislation”
-Dennis Skinner MP

“The opponents of EEC membership inside the
Labour Party know how much more difficult it would
be to foist their brand of left-wing socialism on the
British people if we remain part of a community
based on the principles of free enterprise and the
mixed economy. We in the Conservative Party must
vigorously oppose this ominous development”
-Edward Heath. The Times 09.10.80

“Communism run by commissars from Moscow did
not work, and nor will capitalism run by
commissioners in Brussels. Both deny people their
right to develop in their own way”

-Tony Benn 1966

"In truth, Brussels is a democracy-free zone."

-Yanis Varoufakis

"The EU and it's basic treaties and institutions ...
were designed to serve big business and minimise
the potential for democratic intervention by national
governments or parliaments in favour of the people
against profits"
-Morning Star editorial (Ben Chacko) Jan 2015

“Everything good about the EU is in retreat;
everything bad is on the rampage”

-George Monbiot. Guardian 2015


